Help cheby1
>> help cheby1 cheby1 Chebyshev Type I digital and analog filter design.
[B,A] = cheby1(N,R,Wp) designs an Nth order lowpass digital Chebyshev filter with R decibels of peak-to-peak ripple in the passband. cheby1 returns the filter coefficients in length N+1 vectors B (numerator) and A (denominator). The passbandedge frequency Wp must be 0.0 < Wp < 1.0, with 1.0 corresponding to half the sample rate. Use R=0.5 as a starting point, if you are unsure about choosing R.
Help filtfilt
>> help filtfilt filtfilt Zero-phase forward and reverse digital IIR filtering. Y = filtfilt(B, A, X) filters the data in vector X with the filter described by vectors A and B to create the filtered data Y. The filter is described by the difference equation:
The length of the input X must be more than three times the filter order, defined as max(length(B)-1,length(A)-1).
Sanity check
• plot(LFP2(:,1),LFP2(:,2));
• hold on • plot(LFP2(:,1),LFPrip(:,1),'r');
LFPrip
• Now a sleep trace consisting of just desired frequency ranges
Find_intervals
• Cowen 2006
• Defines periods that fit within certain bounds
• Used to find periods of motionlessness, or "rest" • (Will be) Used to find hippocampal sleep ripples
Function description
function [above_times, below_times] = find_intervals(TX, thresh, lower_thresh, minimum_duration, minimum_inter_interval_period) % Finds intervals in a record TX (time and data) that are above % or below the specified threshold. % % INPUT: TX nx2 matrix where col1 is time, col 2 is data. OR TX is a vector % This should be a % smoothed energy trace of the data you wish to threshold. % thresh -threshold % low_thresh -% * if a value is specified: move out from the identified start end times until % you fall below the low_thresh. This allows you to set a higher % threshold for event detection, and still retain a good estimate % of the event onset time. % * if a nan, then move out in either direction until the first % derivative changes. Threshold free -which is nice. % * if empty, then don't do anything. % minimum_duration -the minimum duration of an event to be % considered above threshold. % minimum_inter_interval_period = if an interval between two % super-threshold periods is this small, merge them together. % % OUTPUT: start and end times for periods above or below the threshold. % % This is useful for code like theta or spindle detection. 
